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PLAYER AID
ACTIONS
Before selecting an Action, you may choose to transfer one die from one
side of the Action table to the other paying the required cost from your
Company assets. The resulting action from the die placement must be
taken immediately.

Get Contracts
and/or Load Cargo
Contracts

Cargo

Must: Remove the lowest die from the 4, 5,
or 6 column.
The number below the Load icon indicates how
many pieces of cargo you’ll be able to load should
you choose to do so.

May: Select a contract card.
1) Decide which side of the contract to fill and place
the card near your Company Clipboard.
2) Load dice of your Company’s color onto the card starting from the
Warehouse, matching the pip value to the printed value on the cargo
container.

Must: Move ships the total amount of
movements indicated by the dice selection*.
Ships move according to the following rules:
1) The total value of cargo on a ship is within the range printed on the
ship.
2) Dashed rectangles cannot hold more than four slots, which may be
spread across several ships.
3) Oceans and lakes have no space limitations.
4) Grouping ships: Ships may be grouped in any combination up to four
slots in the same and adjacent Loading zones or in the same half of a
lake.
- Groups of ships cannot be separated when moving.
- Groups of ships may be broken up or reorganized in Miraflores Lake
and Gatun Lake.
5) Pushing ships: If you want to move into a full dashed rectangle area,
you push forward the ships in that dashed rectangle area according to
the following rules:
- Pushed ships push other ships and groups of ships forward in the
Canal.
- Pushing ships does not cost extra movement.
- Ships in lakes cannot be pushed.

Exiting the Canal*
When a ship or group of ships exit the Canal, the following happens:

May: Load cargo.

1 - The owner of the ship takes a Bonus Card or
money (to their personal account) based on the
size of the ship.
- 1-slot ship = 1 Captain card
(bonus water movement) or $2.
- 2-slot ship = 1 Stevedore card
(bonus cargo loading) or $3.
- 3-slot ship = 1 Financial Advisor card
(end-game bonus) or $5.

1) Load cargo from any of your contracts onto ships following these rules:
- Cargo must be loaded into a Loading zone that matches the flag icon
on the Contract card.
- More than one piece of cargo cannot be placed on the same ship unless
a Free action or Stevedore card is used.
- If a container has a Gold Rail icon, the cargo must be loaded to the Rail
table. Generic contract Rail icons are optional.
- The total value of cargo on a ship cannot exceed the value of the range
printed on the ship.
2) Take the matching flag token from each completed Contract card and
place it on your Clipboard. If placed on a Free action, immediately take
that action (unless it’s a Free Market action) or the Free action is lost.
3. If you load the generic side of the Contract card no flag is earned.

May: Do neither and pass your turn.

2 - Each Company receives $1 for each pip of
their own dice on the ships.
3 - All Company dice that paid out during the Round go
to the Dice Pool.
4 - Used ships are placed in the common Waiting zone
of the ocean they entered.
*See page 2 for movement and exiting
rules for Military ships, Cruise ships,
and the San Juan Prospector.

Move Ships
Lock

Waterway

Perform Market Actions
Must: Remove the lowest die from the 1, 2, or
3 column.
The number below the symbols indicates how many
Lock and waterway movements you will have to make.

Buy a Share

Raise a Share

1) Buy Shares:
When using an Executive Action die or Free Market action, you may buy
one Share of Stock from any Company using your Player assets. Money
is paid to the Company issuing the Stock (not the player).
- OR -

2) Raise Your Company Stock $2:
When using an Executive Action die, you may raise the value of your
Company Stock by $2 (two steps up the chart).
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PLAYER AID
UNIQUE SHIPS

END OF THE ROUND

Determine Player Order

Cruise ships

1 - Move all the dice one wagon to the left.
2 - Total the value of each player’s dice present in the table.
3 - Player order is set based on descending value.

Choose Flags
Loading “Cargo”:
Each slot on a Cruise ship only accommodates a die with a pip value of
“1” or “2”.

Movement:
1) The Lucky Me Cruises and Dice Fest Line need to have
at least two dice on them before they can move.
2) The Spiel of the Seas needs at least one die on it before it can
move.

Exiting:
1) Each Cruise ship earns the Company one Passenger token per die of its
color from the top of the stack.
2) Passenger tokens are placed on whichever Benefit space the earning
player chooses.
3) The Company is paid the amount of money indicated on the token not
the value of the die.
Note: Passenger tokens are a hard limit. Once they’re gone, Cruise ships
can continue to move but earn players nothing.

1 - Move all the dice one wagon to the left.
2 - In newly determined player order,
- players remove their dice and place them in the Dice Pool.
- players choose one flag of their choice and place it on their
Clipboard.
- take any applicable Free actions.

Pay Cargo Fees

Companies pay the Bank for each die:
- in transit through the canal based on the identified value
($1-$4 per die).
- on an Incomplete Contract Card ($4 per dice).
- in the Warehouse ($5 per die).

Pay Dividends

Each Company pays dividends (right side of
the Market table) for all of its shares owned by the players.
Can’t pay all dividends? Don’t pay any. Stock drops $2 in the Market (two
steps down the chart)..

Award Managing Director Award

The player managing the Company with the highest position on
the Market receives an award token. Company must have paid
dividends to be eligible.

Maintenance of Cargo

1) Replace any removed flags.
2) Move all the dice from the Dice Pool to the Warehouse.
3) Reroll and place dice in the Action Table.
END OF THE GAME

Military ships
Loading Cargo:
Military ships do not load cargo and are always ready to move.

Movement:
1) Players can move any number of Military ships on their turn, but are
only paid once for one of them.
2) When moving a Military ship, the Bank pays the Player an amount
equal to the number of flags on their Clipboard
(up to $3) that matches the nationality of the moved ship.
3) Pushed Military ships earn players nothing.

San Juan Prospector

Loading Cargo:
Normal cargo loading rules apply.

Movement:
Normal movement rules apply.

Exiting:
1) Each Company that has a die on the ship receives twice (2x) the
amount of money for one of its dice.
2) Any additional dice earn their normal value.

To determine the winner, do the following:
1 - Count all Player money.
2 - Gain money from your best two Financial Advisor cards.
3 - Gain money from Managing Director Awards.
4 - Sell all Shares to the Bank at the current Stock price
(left side of the Market table).
5 - Pay off Bailouts.

The player with the most money wins the game.
Turn order breaks ties.

MONEY FLOW

The money goes directly to the
players whenever you see the
Meeple icon:
1 - Players receive
money when they
prefer to (or are
required to) take
money instead of a
Bonus card.
2 - Players receive
money for moving a
Military ship.

Player pay with their own
personal money:
Shares they buy
and
if the Company can’t pay
its Fees.
Players take Bailout tokens
if necessary.

3 - Players receive
money when their
purchased shares
pay out dividends.
Thanks to Rhiannon Ochs. November 2014. Any questions regarding the
PANAMAX game, please use this email: info@mesaboardgames.pt
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